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Overview
As the market for legal sports betting in the U.S. expands, sportsbooks are racing to keep up.
With so many sportsbook operators (e.g., commercial casinos, tribal casinos, lotteries, racetracks,
international brands, and media companies) contesting relatively limited markets, the question of
who wins and who loses will largely come down to who knows the customers the best.

In this report - which draws upon our proprietary sports betting consumer survey, a meta-analysis
of over a dozen other surveys, and multiple interviews with various industry stakeholders - we
identify seven unique U.S. sports bettor personas.
In the slides that follow, we’ll dive into the specifics of a dozen characteristics of each persona
and a detailed discussion of how sportsbooks can strategically approach product, acquisition,
and retention to suit each individual persona.
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The catch is that there is no such thing as a monolithic sports betting customer. In fact, there are
an ever-increasing number of distinct customer personas with unique wants and needs when
it comes to sports betting.

SPORTS & EMERGING VERTICALS PRACTICE – THE LEADING INDUSTRY VOICE

Eilers & Krejcik Gaming is the only research firm with a vertical dedicated to coverage of
monthly financial and legislative developments in U.S. regulated sports betting and online
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The number of market research reports we publish annually. Our reports, which are used by
casinos, tribal governments, online gambling brands, and technology suppliers, save clients
valuable research time, reduce internal research cost, and support strategic decision-making.

TO INQUIRE ABOUT A SUBSCRIPTION
If you would like to learn more about our sectorleading Sports & Emerging Verticals research,
please contact:
D.J. Leary
Director of Business Development
dleary@ekgamingllc.com
310-743-6239
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Eilers & Krejcik Gaming’s Sports & Emerging Verticals practice is the leading voice for policy and
market projection concerning the U.S. regulated sports betting, online casino, and online poker
markets. The firm’s insights and analysis are regularly cited by lawmakers, financial analysts,
publicly traded companies, and a wide variety of mainstream media outlets.
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Betting on Sports America is the largest dedicated sports betting trade show in the US

Sports Betting Personas: Snapshot
Below you’ll find a snapshot of our primary sports bettor personas. On the slides that follow,
we dive deeper into both the characteristics of each persona and strategies for winning each
persona. Please note that these personas are non-exclusive (i.e., a single bettor could exist
with one foot in multiple personas simultaneously and highly fluid (i.e., bettors can and do move
easily between personas).
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Term
Sharps

High
Rollers

Would-Be Pros

Action
Chasers

Superfans

Status
Seekers

Casual
Dabblers

Primary
motivation for
betting

Profit

Entertainment

Aspiration

Gambling

Deepen sports
engagement

Public
recognition

Social
pressure

Typical stakes

Medium to
high

Highest

Low to
medium

Medium

Low

Low to
medium

Lowest

Bet
frequency

Highest

Low to
medium

Medium to
high

Medium

Low to
medium

Medium to
high

Lowest

Investment in
sports betting

Highest

Low to
medium

Medium to
high

Low

Medium

Medium

Lowest

Sports
fandom

Medium

Medium to
high

Medium to
high

Medium

Highest

High

Lowest

Cross-sell
potential

High
(but only
games with an
edge)

Medium to
high

Low to
medium
(favors skill
games)

Highest

Low

Medium
(favors skill
games)

Lowest

Lowest — Low

Low to medium

Medium

Medium to high

High — Highest
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Takeaways & Insights

PERSONAS ARE
OFTEN PART OF
A CUSTOMER
JOURNEY, NOT A
FINAL DESTINATION

Sports bettor personas are generally fluid, not fixed. And some
personas are far more fluid than others. Recognizing this dynamic
allows sportsbooks to craft strategies for moving a customer from
a less-valuable persona to a more-valuable persona (e.g., Superfan
to Would-Be Pro). Sportsbooks that build better bridges between
personas will have a competitive advantage over those with a more
static approach.

HYPER-SEGMENT
CUSTOMER
COMMUNICATIONS
WHEREVER
FEASIBLE

While a commitment to a consistent brand voice and identity is a must,
our initial exploration of sports bettor personas reveals a complex
universe of differing motivations and expectations. Those differences
require that sportsbooks get as granular as possible and develop
unique approaches to speaking to customers, especially when it
comes to quasi-private channels like customer support, customized
bonuses, and personalized marketing.

30 MILLION NEW
CUSTOMERS MEANS
AN INFLUX OF NEW
SPORTS BETTING
PERSONAS

We estimate that regulated sports betting in the U.S. will draw some
30 million new customers to the activity over the next decade
(compared to an active user base of roughly 15 million in the current
market). In addition to those new customers, the availability of
regulated sports betting will have a dramatic impact on the behavior of
existing customers.
Sportsbooks who regularly and aggressively audit their database for
clues regarding emerging personas will be far better prepared to
thrive in a post-regulation world than sportsbooks who stay with the
persona playbook of the status quo.
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NOT ALL BRANDS
CAN BE ALL THINGS
TO ALL TYPES OF
SPORTS BETTORS

Sports betting brands in the U.S. market will likely have to make
some tough choices about which personas they are most interested
in attracting and retaining. It may not, for example, be possible for
sportsbooks to maintain a single brand that appeals effectively to
both Superfans and Would-Be Pros. Appealing to a persona is not just
about brand - it also involves decisions around product, promotions,
and pricing. As those decisions increase the appeal of the sportsbook
to one persona, they may create an unappealing environment for
others.

Sharps — Characteristics
Sharps are players who hold a persistent edge over sportsbooks. Sharps are primarily
motivated by making a profit from sports betting. They generally bet at moderate to high stakes
with moderate to high frequency. Sharps have incredibly high investment in terms of time,
development of systems and resources, and sourcing relevant information.
While they often have some level of sports fandom in their background, it takes a clear backseat
to their profit motivation. Sharps may engage of other forms of gambling with a skill component
(e.g., poker) or advantage play opportunities.
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Persona Characteristics
Primary motivations for betting

Profit, intellectual challenge, lifestyle

Typical betting stakes

Medium to high

Betting frequency

High

Investment in sports betting

Highest

Sports fandom

Medium

Other gambling behavior

Will engage on other forms of gambling but only when skill (e.g., poker)
or an edge (e.g., advantage play) is involved

Value to sportsbook

Can provide help setting optimal lines and support liquidity. Especially
valuable to exchange models.

Preferred bet types

Wide variety, primarily driven by value. Often also driven by need to
hedge other positions.

Winner or loser?

Winners

Importance of convenience

Medium

Brand loyalty

Medium if treated well. But loyalty takes a clear backseat to
profit and need to spread positions across multiple markets.

Online, retail, or both?

Online

Age

Typically younger

Income

Higher bracket

Gender

Typically male

Preferred sports betting experience

High value, high reliability, high predictability, low risk.
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Sharps — Strategy and Tactics
The Opportunity: Sharps may seem a slightly odd target for sportsbooks, as they are by and
large winning players. But Sharps may be worth courting despite that fact. Sharps bring ancillary
benefits such as helping books set better lines and allowing books to offset risk. Sharps also
provide liquidity, which may have value for some operators in some markets. Finally, it’s important
to remember that other personas (e.g., High Rollers, Would-Be Pros) may look to Sharps to
validate their own sportsbook choices, making Sharps potentially valuable brand ambassadors.

Product

Retention

Examples

In one sense, acquiring Sharps is
relatively easy, as their exclusive focus on value creates a clear transaction between player
and operators. Sharps may also have trouble
getting action at operators, so accessibility is
another selling point. The Sharp community
is relatively tight-knit, meaning that word of
mouth and
personal referrals bring outsized
benefits to operators looking to attract these
players.

• Consistently offer (and
promote) superior value.

Aside from the emphasis on value, Sharps
value product stability, speed, and ability to
customize above most other product features.
This is a customer set that often places a large
amount of complex bets, creating a product
preference set that is wholly distinct from that
of a casual
player. Bells and whistles matter less, and the
ability to quickly and confidently access a wide
array of markets matters more.
Continuing to offer value and providing consistent positions on bet restrictions is obviously
key here. One of the lessobvious keys to retention is to always keep in
mind that Sharps view themselves as professionals, and have usually
invested significant time and money into honing their craft. Communicate to them respectfully and you’ll win additional loyalty and mutual respect. Treat them as gamblers and you’re
unlikely to enjoy a similar relationship.
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Acquisition

Discussion

• Provide a clear and
consistently applied policy
regarding bet limits and
restrictions.
• Market via community
influencers.
• Affinity / lookalike marketing.

• Highly customizable UX / UI
• Tools for managing a high
volume of bets.
• Ability to customize bets / bet types.

• Responsive, informed
customer service.
• Promotions and bonuses
with minimal gimmicks and
reasonable value.
• Personal relationships with
trading and exec teams.
• Access to other top-tier
professionals (e.g., pro athletes).
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High Rollers — Characteristics
High Rollers are players who put significant amounts of money in play on a small number
of bets. High Rollers have a mix of motivations for betting on sports, including action, sports
fandom, status display, and profit potential. They generally (although not exclusively) place high
stakes bets and their frequency is variable, but tending toward the low end. High Rollers have a
relatively low investment in sports betting, often due to the profession that allows them to afford
high-stakes betting.

Persona Characteristics
Primary motivations for betting

Entertainment, ego validation

Typical betting stakes

Highest

Betting frequency

Low to medium

Investment in sports betting

Low to medium

Sports fandom

Medium to high

Other gambling behavior

Will engage in a variety of other forms of gambling, with poker and
table games the most likely points of crossover.

Value to sportsbook

Generally profitable customers with some cross-sell potential. Highstakes betting tendencies make them especially valuable, but also
expensive to court.

Preferred bet types

Tend torwards single-game outcome bets, often for marquee events.

Winner or loser?

More losers than winners

Importance of convenience

High

Brand loyalty

Medium. Not inherently disloyal, but are acquisition targets for other
operators. Require / deserve more personal attention than other
personas.

Online, retail, or both?

Retail

Age

Typically older

Income

Highest bracket

Gender

Typically male

Preferred sports betting experience

Secure, private, high-end environment. May also expect and
value unique perks.
5
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High Rollers often have strong fandom, and are more likely to bet emotionally than profit-focused
bettors. High Rollers will cross over to other forms of gambling; poker and pit games are primary
examples of preferred gambling activity.

High Rollers — Strategy and Tactics
The Opportunity: Access to a high-stakes betting bankroll is the obvious appeal of this group,
especially for operators that have significant cross-sell opportunities to other products. But the
presence of high rollers in the sportsbook brings with it ancillary benefits; high rollers are likely
to be willing and able to refer other High Rollers and may also attract other personas such as
Sharps and Would-Be Pros. The opportunity is offset by the expense of acquiring and retaining
this group, and the volatility that the high roller can bring to an operator’s bottom line.

Acquisition

HIgh Rollers are among the most difficult
group to acquire. There are few of them and
competition for their business is intense.
Typical mass-market marketing approaches
and bonuses are unlikely to prove effective
(and may cheapen the brand in the eyes of a
High Roller). An acquisition strategy targeting
High Rollers should focus on emphasizing
the security and privacy of the betting
environment, exclusivity, unique experiences,
and personal outreach.
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Discussion

Examples

• Highly personalized marketing and
outreach.
• Experiential events with betting as a
sidebar (e.g., golf invitationals).
• Referrals.
• Targeted lifestyle marketing.

Product

High Rollers are arguably less concerned with
• Clear, clean onboarding and
product than most other personas, but a few
education process.
core demands are likely to be front of mind for
this group. Security and privacy come first. An
• Obvious and repeated
onboarding experience that guides without
demonstrations of security.
pandering is also an asset. Finally, products
• Flexibility to allow High Rollers to
that support high-stakes betting without friction
skip approvals or other hoops for
(for approved customers) will appeal to High
large bets.
Rollers.

Retention

Financial incentives (while relevant) are not
always as powerful with this persona as
they might be with others. Strong personal
relationships and on-demand service likely
trump raw dollar value for most High Rollers.
Consistent discretion, reliability, and access
to unique experiences are the bedrocks of a
winning retention strategy for High Rollers.

• Always-on customer service from a
dedicated rep.
• VIP events that reinforce their
choice with peer validation.
• Highly personalized promotions and
bonuses.
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Would-Be Pros — Characteristics
Would-Be Pros are aspiring Sharps. Their motivation for betting on sports is primarily profitdriven, although they may also share a desire for social validation with the Status Seeker. They
generally bet at low to moderate stakes and moderate to high frequency, with bankroll size
often serving as a limiting factor. Their level of investment into betting is far higher than a Casual
Dabbler, but also significantly lower than a Sharp, largely because the Would-Be Pro cannot
afford to devote the same time due to a competing priority (e.g., job or family) or lacks the skill set
or bankroll to generate the necessary return on an all-in investment.

Persona Characteristics
Primary motivations for betting

Profit, ego validation, lifestyle

Typical betting stakes

Low to medium

Betting frequency

Medium to high

Investment in sports betting

Medium to high

Sports fandom

Medium to high

Other gambling behavior

Will engage in other forms of gambling, Favors skill or edge-based but
more susceptible to chance-based games than Sharps.

Value to sportsbook

Generally profitable customers with minor cross-sell potential. High
maintenance (i.e., most likely to be complainers) and require consistent
promotional value to retain loyalty.

Preferred bet types

Wide variety, primarily driven by value or perceived value.

Winner or loser?

More losers than winners

Importance of convenience

Medium

Brand loyalty

Low. Tend to shop around for minor promotional value. Tend to have an
inflated sense of their value and influence.

Online, retail, or both?

Online

Age

Typically younger

Income

Mid bracket

Gender

Typically male

Preferred sports betting experience

High value, peer-validated. Prefers experience that feel like “real” or
“hardcore” sports betting as a result of their aspirational bent.
7
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Would-Be Pros can display strong fandom. It’s not uncommon for Superfans to transition into
Would-Be Pros (and vice versa). Would-Be Pros may engage in other forms of skill-based
gambling and sit between Action Chasers and Sharps in terms of willingness to engage in -EV
forms of gambling.

Would-Be Pros — Strategy and Tactics
The Opportunity: Would-Be Pros are a cornerstone persona. They are significant in number
and present a highly profitable opportunity for sportsbooks who understand how to nurture the
persona. In addition to the volume and revenue that they bring, Would-Be Pros are generally
highly vocal about their sports betting activity, meaning that they can easily become strong
sources of referral traffic. Offsetting the opportunity: Would-Be Pros can be among the highestmaintenance players, and are often more interested in publicly tearing brands down versus
building them up.

Acquisition

Product

Retention

Would-Be Pros are a broad segment, so most
marketing channels are potentially effective.
Their strong sports fandom means that sportsrelated or integrated marketing is likely to be
especially effective. Where the acquisition
strategy needs to narrow is on the messaging.
Typical mass-market messages around fun,
excitement, and entertainment are unlikely
to break through. Messages that highlight
the intellectual challenge of sports betting or
appeal to their sense of ego are more likely
to be effective, as are promotions that are
success-based with a strong value proposition.
Would-Be Pros place value on both substance
and style. Products should be responsive
and handle multiple bets and complex bets
smoothly in terms of UX / UI. Products should
also "feel" authentic to the serious sports
betting experience, The less cartoony and light
the presentation, the more the Would-Be Pro
will feel at home.
Would-Be Pros are high maintenance and
more fickle than other groups. Retention
comes down to a mix of factors, some of
which are within the operator's control (value,
bonuses, recognition) and some of which
are not (competitors being willing to overpay,
shifting tastes in the broader group). Paying
attention to this group during the offseason
could be a winning strategy to build additional
loyalty and volume.
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Discussion

Examples

• Offer and aggressively promote
superior value.
• Market via community influencers.
• Affinity and lookalike marketing.
• Sports-integrated marketing.
• Skill-based contests with added
value and public recognition.

• “Authentic” sportsbook experience.
• Tools for managing a high volume of
bets.
• Ability to customize bets / bet types.
• Avoid unnecessary bet limits.

• Responsive, informed customer
service.
• Exclusive educational opportunities.
• Promotions and events that
recognize their effort and selfidentification as “sharp” bettors.
• Skill-based contests with added
value and public recognition.
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Action Chasers — Characteristics
Action Chasers are gamblers first. Their primary motivation for betting on sports is to be in action
(i.e., the state between placing and resolving a bet). They generally bet at low to moderate stakes
and at moderate to high frequency, often with an emphasis on high potential returns relative
to the bet. Their level of investment in sports betting ranges from low to moderate; some are
motivated to increase their investment as better betting returns allows for greater bet volume
with the same bankroll.

Persona Characteristics
Primary motivations for betting

Gambling, lifestyle

Typical betting stakes

Medium

Betting frequency

Medium

Investment in sports betting

Low

Sports fandom

Medium

Other gambling behavior

Will engage in any form of gambling, but drawn toward high-action
games with a buildup and a payoff (e.g., craps).

Value to sportsbook

Generally profitable customers with significant cross-sell potential.
Low maintenance. Higher risk of problem gambling incidence creates
additional potential costs.

Preferred bet types

Wide variety, favoring high-payout bets with multiple chances to be in
action (e.g., parlays)

Winner or loser?

Losers

Importance of convenience

High

Brand loyalty

Medium if product set is tailored to their liking. Integrated product sets
with multiple on-demand options are likely to appeal and maintain
interest.

Online, retail, or both?

Both

Age

No generalization

Income

Low to mid bracket

Gender

Typically male

Preferred sports betting experience

High variance, stimulating, quick resolution.
9
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Action Chasers may have strong fandom, but do not draw a major distinction between betting on
a favored team and betting on a random sport - the appeal is in the gambling. Action Chasers are
the most likely of our group to engage in all other forms of gambling, regardless of whether there
is a skill-based component or a positive-expectation return available.

Action Chasers — Strategy and Tactics
The Opportunity: Action Chasers are an especially appealing persona for sports betting
operators who have an attached casino or other products that can be cross-sold from the
sportsbook. Action Chasers view gambling as a form of entertainment first, meaning they are
less concerned with value than some other personas. Action Chasers sometimes start as Casual
Dabblers or Superfans. If their losses are sustained or intense, they may float toward Would-Be
Pros or back to Casual Dabblers. Offsetting the opportunity: The increased risk of responsible
gaming issues with Action Chasers.

Acquisition

Given that Action Chasers view gambling as
an entertainment expense, the right acquisition
strategy for this persona is one that highlights
the fun and excitement of sports betting.
Another useful hook is emphasizing the
social element and energy of the sportsbook
experience. Operators sometimes mistake this
group as motivated primarily by the chance to
win big. While there is an appeal to outsized
jackpots, it's important to remember that the
true motivation is the tension of the betting
experience itself, not the resolution. Also often
overlooked: For Action Chasers, gambling can
be a social, community experience.

Examples

• Affinity marketing, with an emphasis
on other “action” activities and
sympathetic brands.
• Market within gambling communities
(e.g., podcasts, Facebook groups).
• Influencer marketing.
• Lookalike marketing.
• FOMO creative (e.g., streaming big
live events).

Product

Action Chasers value a streamlined
experience that put little distance between
them and the bet. Features that allow them
to "gamble on the gamble" (e.g., cashouts,
• Variety of bets, bet structures, and
doubling down) will likely prove popular with
customizable bet features.
this persona. Integrating other ways to gamble
directly into the sportsbook (e.g., a blackjack
• Integration of additional gambling
overlay, shared wallets) will also appeal. While
opportunities.
longshots are not the only kind of betting
• Features that highlight the “sweat”
type that Action Chasers enjoy, offering and
experience once bets are placed.
highlighting such bets may be part of a winning
product strategy. Auto-bets (e.g., randomlyfilled parlays) are another area of interest for
this group.

Retention

Rebates and custom, bet-based bonuses
are a way to smooth out losses and increase
retention among this persona. Appealing to
the desire for stimulation through gamblingadjacent activities (viewing parties, sports
events, other high-energy in-person events)
will also win loyalty from Action Chasers.
Creating and maintaining community will also
help retention.

• Develop both digital and in-person
community.
• Offer a variety of customized
bonuses.
• Offer referral program bonuses.
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Discussion

Superfans — Characteristics
Superfans are sports fans first and bettors second. Their primary motivation for betting on
sports is to express their affinity for a player or team, or to demonstrate the depth of their sports
knowledge. Superfans generally bet at low stakes and with low to moderate frequency. Their
level of investment in sports betting is generally low except in cases where their fandom crosses
over cleanly to betting activities (e.g., a serious golf fan may have built predictive models for
fandom purposes that are useful for betting).
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Superfans have, as the name suggests, an incredibly strong fandom and are more heavily
influenced by emotional connections to teams and players than Sharps or Would-Be Pros.
Superfans are less likely than other groups to move into other forms of gambling and may not
display a clear preference for skill-based games versus chance-based games.

Persona Characteristics
Primary motivations for betting

Extend sports engagement

Typical betting stakes

Low

Betting frequency

Low to medium

Investment in sports betting

Medium

Sports fandom

Highest

Other gambling behavior

Not especially likely to cross over to other forms of gambling. Might
display slight preference for skill-based games.

Value to sportsbook

Generally profitable but low volume. Low cross-sell potential. Can
potentially be transitioned to other, more profitable, personas.

Preferred bet types

Game outcome or props specific to favorite teams / players.
Especially active around marquee events.

Winner or loser?

More losers than winners

Importance of convenience

High

Brand loyalty

High due to perceived cost of switching. Any group that favors
convenience tends to be loyal unless the product is notably subpar or
falls out of public favor.

Online, retail, or both?

Both

Age

Typically younger

Income

Mid bracket

Gender

Male, but more female than all other personas except the Casual
Dabbler.

Preferred sports betting experience

Easy learning curve, alignment with favorite teams, secure
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Superfans — Strategy and Tactics
The Opportunity: Superfans offer a mix of micro and macro benefits to regulated sportsbooks.
On the micro level, Superfans are potentially profitable customers with relatively predictable
betting habits and motivations. They are also potentially valuable sources of referral traffic
as they tend to be embedded in larger communities of fans. On the macro level, Superfans
represent exactly the type of customer the industry wants - mainstream consumers who will help
to normalize sports betting and provide the type of ancillary value that is of utmost importance to
professional sports stakeholders (e.g., increased engagement and media consumption).

Acquisition

Product

Retention

Unsurprisingly, sports betting is best
presented to the Superfan within the context
of their sports fandom. Partnerships with
specific sports teams, especially activation
partnerships, will prove effective at reaching
this group. Sportsbooks should also think
about ramping up Superfan acquisition
campaigns during the point when the
emotional connection between fans and a
team is at a peak (e.g., a strong regular season
run, a big trade, a playoff appearance).
Superfans are likely to favor products that
offer a more fully realized second screen
experience for their sports viewing. They may
also respond positively to bet customizations
(e.g., create your own) that allow them to
pursue a deeper range of betting options
related to their preferred teams. Offering
statistics and other data in a way that
resonates with their fan experience would be
another plus.

Examples

• Integrated marketing partnerships
with teams.
• Free bets and similar promos built
around team-specific events.
• Live events with a strong sports
component (e.g., tailgate, viewing
parties).

• Easy onboarding.
• Access to educational material.
• Customizable interface.
• Access to in-depth data.
• Live streaming or similar content.

As with acquisition, putting fandom at the
• Regular tie-ins with favored teams or
center of the experience is the way to retain
sports.
Superfans. Building events and promotions
around key developments in major sports is a
• Emphasis on live events that bring
way to keep Superfans engaged. There's also
sports fans together.
the potential to introduce Superfans to new
sports. Finally, sportsbooks should be aware of • Build community and support
the opportunity to transition some Superfans to
around team identities.
Would-Be Pros.

12
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Discussion

Status Seekers — Characteristics
Status Seekers thrive on public recognition. Their primary motivation for betting on sports is
to receive that recognition, ranging from the formal (e.g., winning a handicapping contest) to
the informal (e.g., bragging about their wins on Twitter). Status Seekers generally bet at low to
moderate stakes (those betting at high stakes shift into the High Roller category) and moderate
to high frequency. Their level of investment is moderate and may be very specifically trained on
a optimizing an aspect of betting that generates the greatest recognition (e.g., a leaderboard
contest).

Persona Characteristics
Primary motivations for betting

Ego validation, profit

Typical betting stakes

Low to medium

Betting frequency

Medium to high

Investment in sports betting

Medium

Sports fandom

High

Other gambling behavior

Limited willingness to cross over to other forms of gambling that
appeal to their primary motivations for social recognition (e.g., poker
tournaments).

Value to sportsbook

Generally profitable with reasonable volume. Low cross-sell potential.
Can potentially be transitioned to other, more profitable, personas.

Preferred bet types

Betting preferences are a function of their status-seeking (i.e., they will
pursue any kind of leaderboard regardless of the bet style)

Winner or loser?

More losers than winners

Importance of convenience

Medium

Brand loyalty

Low. The public recognition motivation essentially overrides any loyalty
for this group.

Online, retail, or both?

Both

Age

Typically younger

Income

Low to mid bracket

Gender

Typically male

Preferred sports betting experience

Recognition, validation of their skills, peer-validated
13
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Status Seekers usually have some level of fandom or else they’d be seeking status in some other
subculture, but they are far less emotionally tied to specific teams or players than Superfans.
Status seekers are are less likely than other groups to move into other forms of gambling and
likely prefer formats where they can publicly win (e.g., poker tournaments).

Status Seekers — Strategy and Tactics
The Opportunity: Status Seekers provide a few sources of upside for sportsbooks. First, they
tend to be losing players more often than winning players. Second, their highly-social nature
makes them natural brand ambassadors. Third, they provide critical liquidity for competitionbased promotional efforts (e.g., brackets, sports betting championships). Balanced against that
opportunity is the fact that Status Seekers are relatively fickle customers who can also become
public and vocal critics of the brand.

Product

Retention

Examples

The Status Seeker group is likely the most
digital-centric of our core personas, meaning
that digital channels are likely to be most
effective for targeting these players. Invitationonly events or any other acquisition strategy
that creates a sense of status will also play
well with this persona. Influencer marketing
is also likely to be highly effective with Status
Seekers, as peer validation plays an especially
strong role with this persona.

• Market via community influencers.

Status Seekers may be drawn to products
that offer mechanisms for tracking and
sharing progress toward goals or significant
achievements. Public signifiers of status or
other achievements may also be of interest
to this group. These secondary elements of
the product experience are arguably just as
important as the actual betting experience, if
not moreso.

• Features that allow Status Seekers
to measure themselves against the
crowd.

• Emphasis on leaderboards
and other competition-based
promotions.
• Lookalike marketing.
• Emphasis on brand positioning as
the hottest sportsbook.

• Integrated options for easily sharing
big wins and other achievements.
• Loyalty programs that echo
successful programs in higher-end
verticals.

Focusing promotions and rewards less on
• Offer players promotion of their
value and more on recognition or events
social accounts through your social
with an exclusive element is likely a strong
channels (e.g., shares and retweets).
starting point for your Status Seekers retention
strategy. The key is to think less about what
• Continued use of competition-based
a particular reward or promotion will mean
promotions.
to the Status Seeker, and more about what a
particular reward or promotion will signal to the • Exclusive events or opportunities
Status Seeker's prefered audience. Positive
whenever possible, especially to
public recognition of Status Seekers can also
unique experiences with high social
go a long way toward engendering loyalty, as
media value.
long as the recognition feels personalized and
authentic.
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Acquisition

Discussion

Casual Dabblers — Characteristics
Casual Dabblers are the sports betting equivalent of people who only go to parties on major
holidays. Their primary motivation for betting on sports is implicit or explicit social pressure.
Casual Dabblers bet at low stakes (although there are certainly Casual High Rollers) and low
frequency, often around major sports events like the Super Bowl. The have virtually no level of
investment in sports betting and may prefer for choice to be made on their behalf.

Persona Characteristics
Primary motivations for betting

Social pressures, novelty

Typical betting stakes

Low

Betting frequency

Low

Investment in sports betting

Low

Sports fandom

Medium

Other gambling behavior

Not especially likely to cross over to other forms of gambling. But
mass-market nature of this persona creates a meaningful cross-sell
potential in the absolute sense. Unlikely to display a preference for
skill-based vs chance-based gambling.

Value to sportsbook

Profitable customers but low volume makes it hard to recoup
acquisition costs. Need to invest to transition these players to another
persona.

Preferred bet types

Game outcome or simple props. Generally exclusively active around
marquee events.

Winner or loser?

Losers

Importance of convenience

High

Brand loyalty

Medium to high due to perceived cost of switching. The idea of setting
up a new account feels like a significant task for infrequent bettors.

Online, retail, or both?

Retail

Age

No generalization

Income

Mid bracket

Gender

Weighted toward males but has the largest percentage of females of
any persona

Preferred sports betting experience

Easy learning curve, simple UX / UI, quick onboarding
15
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Casual Dabblers have varying levels of sports fandom, but tend toward the mild end of the
spectrum. Casual Dabblers are less likely than other groups to move into other forms of gambling
and may not display a clear preference for skill-based games versus chance-based games.

Casual Dabblers — Strategy and Tactics
The Opportunity: Casual Dabblers are the white whale of the American sports betting audience.
Easily the largest segment in terms of raw population, the Casual Dabbler presents an intriguing
challenge for sportsbook operators: If you can find a way to either attract the lion’s share of
the Casual Dabbler traffic or devise a reliable plan for transitioning Casual Dabblers to a more
profitable persona, then you’ll be able to build a marquee sports betting brand. But operators
with such ambitions should note that European books have tried for years to spin this persona
into gold, with a fair amount of red ink to show for their efforts.

Examples

Acquisition

You'll do better trying to hit a broad target
with a shotgun versus a sniper rifle, a maxim
• Use exclusive or semi-exclusive
that applies to any acquisition strategy for the
channels (e.g., transit hub takeovers,
Casual Dabbler segment. There is no one-sizepremium spots on affiliate sites) as
fits-all approach. Operators may be wise to first
a way to focus consumer attention
consider the persona in discrete chunks (e.g.,
during marquee sports events.
age, region) and take a bottom-up approach
to building marketing plans. Operators will
• Simple marketing differentiators
also have to make a tough call about how
that can break through clutter (e.g,
aggressive to be in the most obvious spots
celebrity endorsements).
for acquiring these players (e.g., the Super
Bowl, March Madness) as the fight for attention • Free bets work, but costs can spiral
during those windows will be expensive and
quickly.
fierce. Promotions that put a payment method
in the hands of the consumer are especially
interesting, as they remove a major pain point.

Product

Ease of use should be the primary focus. That
means operators will have to strike a balance
between educating the customer and keeping
the experience free of clutter. The faster the
onboarding and the simpler the UX / UI, the
better. Advanced features and bet types are
unlikely to be of interest to these customers,
especially during their initial visit.

Retention

Retention is where operators will have the
opportunity to differentiate through execution.
We suspect that the key will be to aggressively
and effectively sub-segment this persona
into myriad constituent personas. Specifically,
operators should take care to investigate
which cohorts of Casual Dabblers display
hints of predisposition toward other personas,
and work to build customer experience and
bonusing ramps that gently steer the Casual
Dabbler to the next logical progression of their
persona.

• Stripped-down version of the
interface for new customers during
major events.
• Double-down on customer support
for onboarding and depositing.

• Use customer attention to further
hone the most likely alternative
persona for the customer instead
of utilizing generic promotions and
bonuses.
• Develop non-betting reasons to
keep an open dialogue.
• Avoid over-personalization.
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Notes & Methodology

Notes / Caveats
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Our personas are a starting point for discussion. We do not assert that the some 15 million active
U.S. sports bettors are all perfectly captured by our primary personas. Sportsbook operators and
other stakeholders would benefit significantly from further segmentation.
Personas are not mutually exclusive. Some consumers may exist partially in multiple personas at
any given point. Additionally, there is significant conceptual overlap between some personas.
Personas are not fixed. There is no guarantee that a customer who fits one persona today will fit
into the same persona next month. In many ways, the personas we’ve identified represent more
of a potential journey for customers as opposed to a highly static state.
New personas will emerge as the market expands. We believe that the wide legalization of
sports betting will introduce tens of millions of new customers to the activity. As sports betting
becomes mainstream, we are likely to witness an increase in customer diversity. That increase in
diversity will drive the emergence of new primary and secondary personas.

Methodology
This report is grounded in three data sources: Our proprietary consumer survey, a meta-analysis
of other sports betting consumer surveys, and interviews with various industry stakeholders.
Our survey. During March of 2019, Eilers & Krejcik Gaming conducted a survey (n = 2645) of
American sports bettors. We collected responses two ways. The first: A formal polling company
that collected nearly 2000 responses via online panels. The second: The same polling instrument
distributed through our professional channels (e.g., email, Twitter) through which we collected
roughly another 600 responses. The details and findings of that survey will be presented in a
separate report later this year. The responses to this survey were used to help identify core sports
bettor personas and to fill in details regarding the characteristics of each persona.
Meta analysis. We also analyzed a dozen recent surveys of Americans on the sports betting
topic, including a mix of local and national surveys. The results of this analysis further informed the
development and characterization of our core sports bettor personas.
Interviews. During February and March of 2018, we conducted interviews (via email, phone,
Twitter, and in person meetings) with stakeholders (including bettors, sportsbook operators,
platform providers, and technology providers). These interviews provided the foundation for our
personas and also informed our discussion of persona characteristics and strategy.
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Disclosure: Eilers & Krejcik Gaming, LLC is an independent research firm and is neither a registered
broker dealer nor a registered investment advisor. No information contained in this report shall
constitute as a recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell a security. Individuals receiving this report
should consult with an investment advisor or registered representative before making an investment
decision related to any information contained in this report. In addition, Eilers & Krejcik Gaming, LLC
either does, or may seek to do business with any company mentioned in this report. This report was
prepared for and distributed to clients of Eilers & Krejcik Gaming, LLC. If you are not the intended
recipient and/or received this report in error, please delete this document and notify Eilers & Krejcik
Gaming, LLC at dleary@ekgamingllc.com, or call 310-421-2767. This report is also protected by federal
copyright law. Any unauthorized review, dissemination, or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. By accessing, reading, storing, distributing and archiving this research report, you hereby
agree, fully, and without dispute, to all terms and conditions outlined above.
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